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GENERAL RULES QUERIES 

  

• I have printed off the FAQ from the Games Workshop website; should they be used for 

all forces? 

Yes 

  

• Can I use Apocalypse rules or models? 

No, you must only use those rules and units from the 5th Edition main rules book and your 

codex. ‘Apocalypse’ units or rules cannot be used. 

  

• Can I change the model I am using to represent a unit/tank/character during the course 

of the tournament? 

No, you must use the same models for each and every game, unless specifically permitted in 

the rules or at the request of one of the judges. For example if a tournament referee 

decides that a model being used is not acceptable, you may be asked to substitute it with 

something more appropriate. 

  

• Which special characters am I allowed to take? 

For the purpose of the tournament, all special characters that feature in the current printing 

of any allowed codex may be used. All normal restrictions must be followed when including 

special characters in your army. 

  

•How will Converted or ‘count as’ models and TLOS be worked out? 

For any dispute with TLOS and ‘count as’ or converted models, the tournament referee will 

use the most recent GW model (or similar if one doesn’t exist) to determine if it can be 

seen, or how much can be seen. For example, the new Necron Doom Scythes and Night 

Scythes will use the Dark Eldar Razorwing as a guide. 

• Can a unit that is pinned cast psychic powers? For example can a pinned Seer Council 

cast Fortune on itself and Guide on another unit? 

No, see the main rulebook on Pinning on p31 and Going to Ground on p24. 

  

• Can you run when falling back and if so, in which direction can you run? 

Yes, you may run when falling back, but only in the direction that you are falling back in. See 

p46 of the main rulebook. 

  



• Can a unit run on the turn it enters from reserves? 

Yes. 

  

• When a multiple-wound unit (that already contains a wounded model) suffers a wound 

that will cause instant death, is the owning player compelled to put it on an unwounded 

(whole?) model or can they choose to place it on the already wounded model? 

Where possible, the owning player must remove unwounded (whole) models when 

wounded with an ‘instant death’ attack. However, where multiple-wound models are 

unique (e.g. by virtue of the manner in which they are equipped) their saves are made 

individually. See p26 of the main rulebook for a detailed description. 

  

• If a model with a Rapid Fire weapon moves and fires at a target unit within 12", up to 

what range can the defending player remove casualties from this weapon? At the "range" 

of the weapon (typically 24” or 30"), or is the 12" limitation the de facto "range" that 

turn? 

Follow the normal rules for Casualty Removal on p24 of the main rulebook. 

  

• Is a model that moved with a Rapid Fire weapon allowed to fire only once at a target 

within 12" instead of twice? 

No, you must always fire at full effect. See p27 of the main rulebook. 

  

• If a model armed with a 'gets hot' rapid fire weapon fires and suffers multiple get hot 

results (e.g. shoots twice and rolls two 1s), does it make a single saving throw or one for 

each ‘gets hot’ result? 

See p31 of the main rulebook on Gets Hot; for each result of a 1 the firing model suffers a 

wound (normal saves apply). 

  

• Can you shoot at enemy units through the legs of a vehicle with a base such as a 

sentinel, dreadnought, or monstrous creature? 

See p16 of the main rulebook on Check Line of Sight and Pick a Target; follow the rules as 

written for true line of sight. 

  

•How does Reanimation Protocols, and Thrawn’s “I shall not yield” rule work with 

wargear and abilities that "remove from play" rather than just being removed as a 

casualty as normal? Examples of this include ‘Jaws of the world wolf’ power and the 

shatter shard. Surely they cannot come back as that is what “removed from play” means? 

No, this is not the case. “Removed from play” is not defined in the rules book and there is 

only one set of model-removal rules in the whole book to go by; these are found on p.24 

and these at all times refer to “casualties”. No differentiation is made between the 

definitions. As such there is no in-game difference other than “removed from play” usually 

means that no invulnerable saves may be taken and all remaining wounds are lost. 



It is worth noting here that the morale rules on page 43 are based on ‘casualties’ too, and to 

rule that ‘removed from play’ and ‘removed as a casualty’ are different would be to 

invalidate these weapons from being able to cause morale tests.  

  

• When an Independent Character is joined to or is part of unit and that unit is wiped out 

by shooting, at what point does the character become independent? Can enemy units that 

fired at the unit still assault the remaining character? 

As soon as the last model in the unit is killed and the character has taken the ensuing morale 

check if required. Units may still assault the character if they shot at the original unit. 

  

• What constitutes the Deployment Zone board edge for the purposes of deploying 

reserves? 

In all missions, reserves (unless using a special deployment rule such as deep striking) move 

onto the board from the controlling players own table edge, which is the long table edge as 

defined on p88. 

  

• Do the rulebook versions of the Universal Special Rules fully replace their codex counter-

parts, or do permissions and restrictions located within the rules text remain in effect? 

Only the actual rules are replaced – permissions and restrictions remain in effect. 

  

• What constitutes a “weapon” for the purposes of things like the Tank Hunters special 

rule – does a psychic power count? What about Krak Grenades? 

Tank Hunter no longer uses the word 'weapon' in its description; it clearly indicates that the 

model itself has the ability and not his weapons. Therefore, any hits inflicted by the model 

with any of its war gear or abilities (during shooting or assault only) benefit from this ability. 

  

• If more than one fearless unit is on the losing side of an assault, how many wounds does 

each unit take? 

Each unit takes a number of wounds equal to the number of wounds the combat was lost 

by. For example, if two fearless units from the same side are in a multiple combat and their 

side loses by 4, each unit takes 4 wounds.  

  

• Where a codex entry allows you to take a number of units/models as one choice, for 

example 2 Tyranid Lictors taken as one elite choice, how many Kill Points are they worth? 

Some Codices allows the player to include several units in his army at the cost of a single 

force organisation slot (e.g. dedicated transports). Even though they are bought as a single 

choice, these units operate independently and count as separate units in all respects. 

As a result each unit is worth 1 kill point (see p92 of the main rulebook). 

  

• If a Troops unit is falling back, but is within 3" of an objective - does it still count as 

scoring? Even if they weren't troops, can they still contest control of an objective?  



Falling back units are removed from play at the end of the game (see p90) so therefore 

cannot control or contest objectives. 

  

• If a model is mounted on a bike/jetbike can it still benefit from +1 attack from pistol and 

close combat weapon? 

Yes 

  

• Does a Force Weapon kill Eternal Warriors outright or does the Instant Death rule apply 

(which Eternal Warriors are immune to)?  

Under 5
th

 edition rules, all Force Weapons cause Instant Death and therefore do not kill 

Eternal Warriors outright. 

  

• If an independent character joins a unit in reserve and that unit chooses to either deep 

strike or outflank, do you roll one die for reserves (character & unit together), or two dice 

(one for the character and one for the unit)? 

You roll one die for the character and the unit (and any transport) as per p.94 of the small 

rule book. 

  

• If I infiltrate a unit 18 inches away and then make a scout move, can it be exactly 12 

inches away from the model or must it be more than 12 inches to prevent first turn 

charges? 

You must be more than 12 inches away after the scout move. 

  

• The Rule book states in the first Bullet point on page 41: “Models that were engaged 

with just one of the enemy units at the beginning of the round of combat, (before any 

model attacked), must attack that unit.” Does this mean that a unit already engaged in 

combat and is subsequently assaulted they can only attack the unit they were previously 

engaged with?  

No, p.40 states that once all assault moves are completed, the player whose turn it is 

decides the orders of combat. This gives a clear distinction between the Assault phase (the 

part of a turn you deal with assaults) and rounds of combat (an individual assault being 

fought). As a result, this rule is therefore only used in multiple combats and prevents 

friendly models that are in base contact with models from one enemy unit from attacking 

another nearby enemy unit (by way of being with in 2” of a friendly model) if that enemy is 

killed before its initiative step.  

Therefore you can attack the newly assaulting unit, but only within the above parameters. 

  

  

VEHICLE RULES QUERIES 

 • Can you use abilitys from open topped vehicles that require line of sight and are not 

shooting attacks? 



No. As per page 70 you may only fire out of such a vehicle it does not state you can use 

other abilitys that require line of sight. 

•What do you do if a large skimmer (flyer) is wrecked or immobilised with other units 

below it. 

As per the main rulebook, it is perfectly acceptable to leave the model on its base. If the 

model is immobilised with other models below it (friend or foe) and this would result in the 

models touching (or coming within 1” of an enemy) the skimmer is to be left hovering for 

the rest of the game on its stand. If it is wrecked, an outline or wreckage can be placed on 

the ground to represent the falling debris. This won’t affect models on the ground unless 

they move in following turns (as the move through the wreckage). If this proves to be too 

difficult, then the wreck will remain floating for the rest of the game. Both players should 

agree on an amicable solution before the game begins. If an agreement cannot be made, 

ask for a tournament referee to provide a ruling. 

 

 

•Can Dreadnought arms see over a Rhino? 

No. Due to True line of Sight you trace a straight line along the barrel. There will obviously 

be exceptions, i.e. if the target is at an elevation.  For converted weapon arms we will be 

using the Forge World Official arms as the bench mark. 

 

•Can a tank with a heavy flamer try and spot an enemy unit with its searchlight if the 

target is out of firing range of the flamer? 

Yes, a tank with a Heavy Flamer can still spot and illuminate targets over its weapons range. 

The rule book says spotting is done before the unit fires, and the description for the Search 

light says once a target has been acquired it may illuminate it. There is no actual 

requirement to shoot at it. Note that the tank still needs to be able to fulfil all other normal 

criteria for firing. 

  

• If you Tank Shock a unit and at the end of its movement it occupies the same space as 

any enemy unit, how do you move the enemy unit? 

See p68 of the main rule book on Tank Shock, it states that in this case move the unit the 

minimum distance necessary to be more than 1” away from the tank. Impassable terrain or 

other units may be in close proximity and may result in the unit being tank shocked being 

placed some distance away from the tank, see also the rules for Falling Back on p45 of the 

main rule book if the unit fails its leadership test. 

  

• Can a vehicle that is in reserve Tank Shock and/or Ram on the turn it arrives from 

reserve? 

Yes, for the purposes of ramming only count the distance moved on the board when 

calculating the strength of the ramming attack. 

  

• Can a ‘Crew Stunned’ vehicle enact other abilities? 

See p61 of the main rulebook. It may use any other ability that is not considered moving or  



shooting. Note that some vehicles ignore these effects in some way but these are clearly 

stated on their profile. 

  

• Can Vehicle invulnerable saves be used against Immobilised results caused by Dangerous 

Terrain tests? 

 

No, as they have not suffered a penetrating or glancing hit to save against. They just suffer 

the effects. 

  

• Where do I measure the range of a vehicle for the purposes of claiming objectives? Does 

the entire model have to be in range? 

Measure from the hull. The vehicle must be partially, not necessarily wholly within 3” of the 

objective. See p91 of the main rule book on ‘Seize Ground’ – you control an objective if you 

are within 3” of it. 

  

• If in the last turn of a game a vehicle is ‘Crew Stunned’ does it count as immobile for the 

purposes of VP scoring? 

No, the rules for ‘Crew Stunned’ state that the vehicle may not move or shoot in its next 

turn therefore it is unaffected at the end of the game. 

  

• When a vehicle transporting a unit is blown up it becomes a wreck. Can the passengers 

therefore disembark into the wreck, for example if access ports are blocked? If the Vehicle 

is annihilated and replaced by crater can the passengers disembark into the crater?  

Models must disembark from the vehicle as per the main rulebook on p67. 

If the vehicle becomes a wreck the following applies: 

• If access points are clear of enemy models, follow normal disembarkation rules i.e. within 

2” of the vehicles hull, in coherency and not within 1” of an enemy model. 

• If access points are blocked by enemy follow emergency disembarkation rules. 

• If this is not possible due to presence of enemy models you may NOT disembark into the 

wreck (as the rules specify that the vehicle does not become a wreck until after 

disembarkation moves are made) and any models not able to deploy are destroyed. 

If the vehicle explodes the following applies: 

• The vehicle is replaced with a crater or area of difficult ground if the player has one. If they 

do not have an appropriately sized marker then no crater or area of difficult ground will 

exist. Occupants of the vehicle may disembark into the crater/area of difficult ground, or 

into the area previous occupied by the vehicle if no appropriately sized marker is available. 

• Presence of nearby enemy models blocking access points is irrelevant in this situation, as 

the vehicle has ceased to exist. However, when deploying troops they must occupy the 

same area as the exploding vehicle, not within 2”of the hull or access point. In the event a 

model cannot be deployed in that area for example, because of the size of the unit or 

because of the presence of enemy models within 1” it is destroyed. 



  

• Can embarked units still capture objectives? 

See p90 on Select a Mission; Units of troops embarked in a transport can control objectives. 

Measure the distance from the vehicle’s hull. 

  

• Can a vehicle ram and then have troops disembark from it in the same turn? 

Yes, subject to the usual rules for Disembarking on p.67. 

  

• When disembarking from a vehicle can I open the access ramp/door in order increase 

the disembarkation distance from the hull of the vehicle? 

No as per the p67 of the main rulebook you must disembark with 2” for the access point on 

the hull of the vehicle. Note this also applies for embarkation. 

  

• Can a unit assault from a Land Raider that has moved that turn regardless of variant and 

codex? 

Yes, all Land Raiders have the Assault Vehicle rule as detailed on p81 of Codex Space 

Marines “Models disembarking from any access point on a Land Raider can launch an 

assault on the turn they do so”. 

  

• How does TLOS work for shooting out of a vehicles access points? E.g. if the hatches of 

my rhino are glued shut how does an embarked model draw a line of sight? 

See p66 of the main rulebook, range and line of sight are measured from the fire point, not 

the embarked model. 

  

• If my opponent physically places an embarked unit in an open topped vehicle and I can 

draw line of sight to the unit, can I shoot at it? 

No, p66 of the main rulebook states that when a unit embarks it is removed from the table. 

Your opponent may place a model(s) in or on the vehicle to identify which units are 

embarked, this is purely to identify which transport is occupied, however they cannot be 

targeted. 

  

• If a vehicle is surrounded can is still tank shock? 

Yes the vehicle may still perform a tank shock. 

  

• Can a walker run and fire smoke launchers? 

Yes (see page 72 of the rule book) 

  

• If a walker fires smoke launchers in the shooting phase and then assaults an enemy unit 

and wipes them out, does the walker count as obscured in the subsequent enemy 

shooting phase? 

Yes. 



  

• What is the actual space that a vehicle occupies for the purposes of terrain and board 

edges? For example Valkyries, Vendettas and Storm Ravens are mounted on flying bases 

but the model itself is larger than this and as a result could ‘hang over’ the edge of terrain 

or a board edge. 

With regards to movement the actual physical size of the model is what players should use 

to determine if a vehicle is in terrain or on the board. This includes a models shadow 

regarding parts which are not in direct contact with the board itself. i.e a Wave Serpent 

counts as being in terrain if any part of the model hangs over said terrain piece. So no 

overhanging vehicles across board edges even if they are on flying bases. 

Whilst with Valkyries, Storm Ravens, Razorwing Jetfighers, Void Raven Bombers or other 

such fliers, while they are on its base, only if the base is actually in or on the terrain would 

the model count as being in or on the terrain. 

Though importantly Valkyries, Storm Ravens, Razorwing Jetfighers, Void Raven Bombers or 

other such fliers’ hull must always be located above the table. (see specific FAQ questions 

relating to these models elsewhere in this document). 

  

• Tank Shocking and ramming: ramming states you must move as fast as possible, not 

relating to how far is the minimum. Tank shocking says you must move at combat speed, 

which is 0-6 inches. What is the minimum movement for ramming? Is it 0.1 inches, or 

must you move at least 6 inches? 

Ramming is a special kind of tank shocking and therefore applies the ramming rules in 

preference over the tank shocking rules when required. So in this case you must move the 

maximum distance possible to ram but if that distance could be 0.000001” due to 

impassable terrain or other factors. 

  

• If the whole of the front facing of the tank is covered but its turret isn’t, do i get a 3+ 

cover save or a 4+ due to the facing rules? 

Pg. 62 of the Rule Book states that the turret counts as the hull of a vehicle for cover save 

purposes, so both would have to be out of LOS to gain a 3+ cover save. 

  

• If I pivot my tank but don’t move it at all, do I count as moving for the purpose of assault 

i.e. I pivoted my tank, does my opponent now hit me on a 4+ or automatically? 

Pg. 57 of the Rule book states that pivoting a vehicle on the spot does not count as moving 

and it would therefore be automatically hit in combat. 

  

• How do you work out cover saves for vehicle squadrons? I.e. is it done on an individual 

vehicle-by-vehicle basis or does 50% or more of the squadron have to be in cover for the 

squadron to gain a cover save? 

For a squadron to receive a cover save, 50% or more of the vehicles in the squadron must be 

in cover to receive the save. 

  

SPACE MARINES 



  

• Drop pod footprint. A standard size would be nice and do they block LOS when they 

land, especially if you keep some petal doors up and some down? 

The footprint of the Games Workshop drop pod model will be used for this. Use true line of 

sight for targeting purposes once the drop pod has descended. It is perfectly reasonable to 

keep some of the petal doors up as the occupants receive up-to-date information on the 

situation on the ground, enabling them to deploy to their maximum advantage. 

Please note that if the petals are up or down, this must be represented on the model. Even 

If the petals are up, the drop pod is still open topped but the drop pod’s weapon cannot 

shoot as the petals block line of sight from the weapon. If you are using a home-made drop 

pod, this last point still applies. 

  

• Can Drop Pods scatter off the table? 

Yes, follow the rules as written on p95 of the main rulebook. 

  

• Can a drop pod shoot on the turn it arrives? 

No, on the turn it arrives the drop pod counts as moving at cruising speed and therefore 

cannot shoot (see p95 of the main rulebook). The only exception to this is the Black 

Templars Codex where it clearly states that you can shoot. 

  

• Can you select a space marine command squad without an accompanying Independent 

Character (as a free-standing HQ choice)? 

No. 

  

• Can Psychic powers be selected on a game-by-game basis, or do they need to be decided 

upon before the tournament begins? 

Psychic powers are chosen before the tournament begins and should be noted on the army 

list, just like any other item or ability. 

  

• If a 10 man unit is split into two combat squads, does my opponent get 1 or 2 kill points 

if they destroy both squads? Likewise if they only destroy one, do they get only 1 kill 

point? 

1 kill point is awarded per combat squad. For the purposes of the game, each combat squad 

functions as an independent unit as per p51 of Codex: Space Marines. 

  

• Assault Marines can swap their jump packs for a Rhino, does this Rhino count as an 

extra kill point when destroyed? 

Yes, just like any other transport vehicle. 

  

• Can gun servitors move and shoot heavy weapons? 

No, they have no special rules that allow this to happen. 



  

• Does the Legion of the Damned wear Power Armour? 

No. Due to their immaterial nature they have no physical armour, only a 3+ invulnerable 

save. 

  

• Can Scout Bikers turbo boost for their scout move? 

Yes. 

  

• If I have two 10 man tactical squads that I wish to split into combat squads, how is this 

affected by the deployment limit of two troop choices in the Dawn of War scenario? 

The decision to split units into combat squads must be made when the unit is deployed 

therefore you can only deploy one squad. If you wish to split them into two combat squads, 

this will meet the maximum two troop choices on the board during deployment. 

  

• Shrike gives any unit he joins the infiltrate special rule. If I then attach another 

independent character to the unit does the whole unit benefit from the Infiltrate special 

rule? 

Yes, as Shrike’s ability applies to the unit (which a joined Independent Character is part of). 

  

• When a Librarian uses the Gates of Infinity psychic power, can he benefit from the 

effects of teleport homers and locator beacons to prevent him scattering when he is 

placed back on the table? 

The librarian can use the benefit of Locator Beacons to prevent scattering because Locator 

Beacons (page 67) can be used by any unit that deep strikes. However the Librarian cannot 

benefit from Teleport Homers (even if he is wearing terminator armour) as these can only 

be used by Terminators who teleport onto the battlefield. 

  

• Can a Librarian use the Gates of Infinity psychic power when falling back? 

No. 

  

• The Vortex of Doom psychic power is a shooting psychic attack, which is Heavy 1, can I 

move and use this power if the Librarian is in terminator armour or on a bike? 

Yes, terminator armour and bikes confer the relentless special rule, which allows you move 

and fire weapons that are heavy. 

  

• Can the Master of the Forge use both a Conversion Beamer and a Bike and if so can he 

move and fire the Conversion Beamer? 

Yes, he can use a Conversion Beamer and a bike, and can also move and fire the Conversion 

Beamer. 

  



• Telion's description says that he can fire his bolter with the following profile: Heavy 2…... 

Does this mean he can only fire it with this profile or can he fire it like a normal bolt gun as 

well? 

Telion can only fire his Stalker Pattern Bolter with the profile on p88 of Codex Space 

Marines; he cannot fire it as a standard bolter. 

  

• Does the Chapter Master’s Orbital Bombardment require line of sight? 

No, it is an ordnance barrage weapon and does not require line of sight .See p32 of the main 

rulebook. 

  

• For the purposes of cover saves, from what direction is the orbital bombardment 

deemed to come from, if I am behind cover as apposed to in cover, do I gain a cover save? 

As detailed on p32 of the main rulebook, the shot is an Ordnance barrage and as such 

assume the direction of the blast is coming from the centre of the blast marker for the 

purposes of cover saves. 

  

• Does Vulkan Hestan’s Chapter Tactics special ability apply to the Flamestorm Cannon on 

the Land Raider Redeemer? 

No, the Flamestorm cannon is not one of the weapons listed on page 93 of the Codex Space 

Marines. 

  

• Is Vulkan Hestan’s Gauntlet of the Forge a heavy flamer? 

Yes. 

  

• If I destroy the Thunderfire cannon and the Techmarine, do I score 1 Kill Point or 2? 

The Thunderfire Cannon and the Techmarine form an artillery unit worth 1 kill point. In 

order to earn the kill point you must destroy both the Thunderfire Cannon and the 

Techmarine. 

  

• If I have more than one unit of scout bikers can I booby trap the same piece of terrain 

more than once?  

No, each player can only booby-trap a piece of terrain once, (see page 67 of Codex Space 

Marines), however if both players have Scout Bikers they can both booby trap the same 

piece of terrain. 

  

• If a piece of terrain is booby trapped by both players, how many hits does a unit that 

moves into the booby trapped terrain take? 

Any unit that moves into a piece of terrain that has been booby-trapped by both players will 

set off both sets of mines, and the unit will take 2d6 hits, twice, resolved simultaneously. 

  



• Do Scout Bikers booby-trap terrain before or after infiltrators? 

Before. Terrain is booby-trapped after terrain is placed but before deployment and 

infiltrators. 

  

• Does a unit in a piece of booby-trapped terrain trigger the mines when it moves 

through, out of, or remains stationary within the terrain piece? 

No, only units moving into the booby-trapped terrain piece trigger the mines. 

  

• If I deploy a unit into booby trapped terrain, do I set off the mines? 

Yes, at the start of your first movement phase resolve the effects of the mines. 

  

• If a drop pod lands in mined terrain and the unit disembarks, which unit is hit, the unit 

or the drop pod, or both? 

The drop pod only, as specified on page 66 of Codex Space Marines 

  

• When I equip a command squad with bikes, it does not state that their unit status 

changes to bikes. Is this correct? 

No, the command squad’s status changes from Infantry to Bikes.  

  

• Pedro Kantor’s Inspiring Presence special rule states that “All friendly units within 12” of 

Pedro Kantor receives +1 Attack…” is this +1 Attack for each model in the unit? 

Yes. 

  

• Can Captain Shrike join a squad before deployment and allow them to infiltrate? 

Yes. 

  

• It says in the rule for the Chapter Master’s orbital bombardment, that he can only use 

this if he did not move in the preceding movement phase? 

Can he use this ability in the following circumstances? 

• He was embarked on a transport that moved? 

No, p66 of the main rulebook states that models firing from a vehicle count as moving if the 

vehicle moved. 

• If he is in reserve?  

No, in order to call down the barrage the Chapter Master must be on the table in the turn 

that he uses this ability. 

• If he is has the benefit of the relentless rule, either by virtue of riding a bike or 

terminator armour?  

No, Relentless only applies to heavy weapons and rapid fire weapons and has no benefit 

when firing ordnance barrage weapons. 

  



BLACK TEMPLARS 

• If multiple Castellan Minefields occupy the same area do enemy models that move roll 

for each minefield or just once? 

Roll for each minefield. 

  

• Do Black Templars still have to run towards the nearest enemy unit when they take 

shooting casualties (and pass a morale check)? 

Under 5th Ed this rule has now changed, as the massacre result no longer exists in the 

rulebook. The 5th Ed consolidate rule now simply states the unit may move up to d6” in any 

direction. In this case the Codex Black Templars rule that the unit must move towards the 

nearest visible enemy unit is still valid so if the unit passes the morale test it must move up 

to d6” towards the nearest visible enemy unit. It is not necessary to move the full d6” but as 

the move is compulsory, providing it is physically possible to do so, every model in the unit 

must end this move closer to the nearest visible enemy unit than it did at the start of the 

move. 

  

BLOOD ANGELS 

 

• Can Mephiston use his Wings of Sanguinius power while off table to move as jump 

infantry as he comes on? 

No. But he can use it while falling back to avoid being trapped and run 3d6 inches. 

  

• Page 89: ‘Death Company Dreadnought’ states it has rage not the black rage, therefore 

does it count as a scoring unit? 

The Death Company Dreadnought is a Vehicle and therefore is not a scoring unit as defined 

on p.90 of the rules book. 

  

• How many extra attacks do you get with blood talons if you cause instant death on an 

enemy model? 

However many wounds were left on the model just before it was removed will be used to 

dictate how many extra attacks the blood talons will give you. For example if you kill a 

scarab base with 3 wounds left you will recive 3 additional attacks as you have caused 3 

unsaved wounds. 

• Page 84: ‘Honour guard’. Do they count as a separate unit along with the HQ choice they 

are bought for (i.e. an independent character attached to a unit), as this is not stated in 

the codex? 

Yes, it is a separate unit in its own right. If it is joined by an Independent Character the are 

still two separate units. 

  

• Do you need to cast Sword of Sanguinius each turn you want to use it? Or does it only 

need to be cast once and then lasts for the rest of the game? 

Sword of Sanguinius needs to be cast each player turn that you want to use it. 



  

• Storm Raven - where can the dreadnought be deployed? How should the model be 

played in game? 

As specified on page 38 of the Codex Blood Angels, all models, including the dreadnaught 

must disembark within 2" of the base of the model. 

While the storm raven is on its base, only if the base is actually in or on the terrain would 

the model count as being in or on the terrain. 

As long as a storm raven doesn’t end its move with its base on top of any model or within 1” 

of any enemies, it is fine to have portions of the storm raven model end up over other 

models, provided they physically fit underneath the storm raven model. Reciprocally, other 

models can move under a storm raven. 

Enemy models must always keep 1' away from the storm raven base and hull. If a storm 

raven is immobilized while over other models, mark it as such and leave it on its base. 

Where ramming, tank shocking and vehicle explosions are concerned, consider the storm 

raven base to be a part of the hull. 

When firing template and blast weapons at a storm raven, the firing player holds the 

template over the top of the storm raven, but only from a ‘top-down’ (two dimensional) 

standpoint, similar to how templates are held over ruins (see page 85 of the rulebook). 

Players are allowed to deploy/move infantry models below the storm raven (Remember the 

1" distance rule if the models are enemy ones). 

The storm raven’s hull must always be located above the table, so a reserved storm raven 

must move above 6" to enter the battlefield. 

  

DARK ANGELS 

  

• The Master of the Ravenwing allows a member of an Attack Squadron to be upgrade to 

carry a Narthecium and Reductor. Can this model also take a special weapon? 

Yes. 

  

• If a Plasma Gun is carried by a biker, can it fire the full distance even if the model 

moved? 

Yes, bikes have the relentless universal special rule, which allows you to shoot if as 

stationary, see p76 of the main rulebook. 

  

• I am taking the Deathwing and I am going to use the Deathwing Assault. If I hold 2 

squads and Belial in reserve does this mean that I can deep strike the one squad (and 

Belial if I attach him) on turn one or do I have in effect 3 units in reserve (as the errata 

says Independent Character’s count as a unit if they are held in reserve)? Or if I hold a 

single squad in reserve and Belial can I deep strike them both (provided that Belial is 

attached to the squad) on turn one?  



Independent Characters wearing Terminator Armour must join and enter play with 

Deathwing Terminator Squads as stated in the Dark Angel Codex, p28. 

  

• Do characters count towards the number of Deathwing Terminator squads in reserve 

but can only come down on the first turn if they join a terminator squad? 

No, they must join a squad in order to Deep Strike, so they don’t count on their own. 

  

SPACE WOLVES 

  

• Does a Rune Priest's Chooser of the Slain count as "the Enemy/Enemy model" when an 

opponent's unit makes a scout move and thus have to keep 12" away from it during its 

scout move?. 

No. 

  

• If a unit of Grey Hunters uses its Wolf Standard and assaults a vehicle, does the unit re-

roll 1s on the vehicle damage chart? 

Yes, however don't forget that you cannot re-roll a re-roll, for example, if your opponent 

forces you to re-roll the damage on a venerable dreadnaught and it comes up a 1, you 

cannot then use the Wolf Standard to re-roll it. If in doubt, the player whose turn it is has 

priority over the order of re-rolls. 

  

• What is the exact timing for using a Wolf Standard in a unit of Grey Hunters?  

You must declare you are activating your Wolf Standard before the next assault phase 

begins. 

  

• How big should Thunder Wolves be? 

Thunder Wolf models will be based on 60mm bases. The rider’s heads will be considered to 

be placed higher than a rhino's roof. 

  

• Can you use both a Runic Weapon and a Wolf Tail Talisman to try and nullify a psychic 

power? 

Psychic powers may be nullified by one Runic Weapon plus one or several Wolf Tail 

Talisman(s) at the same time. 

  

• Can Murderous Hurricane affect units further than 18 inches away with its ability to 

cause difficult and dangerous terrain tests? 

No, the target enemy unit must still be in range. 

  

• Can Jaws of the World Wolf affect units that are above ground level; i.e. not on the 

bottom or ground floor of buildings or ruins? 

No, it cannot affect them. Jaws of the World Wolf is described as moving in a straight line 



across the board and therefore units above board level, i.e. anything on the first floor or 

above, is unaffected. 

  

• Jaws of the World Wolf affects units with the "Monstrous Creature" unit type. However, 

some "Monstrous Creature" unit types come with, or have the option of, “Wings” that 

allow them to move as “Jump Infantry” (which are immune from the effects of Jaws of the 

World Wolf). Therefore are Monstrous Creatures with Wings immune to Jaws of the 

World Wolf as they move like Jump Infantry? 

No, not if it is worded like the above as they only move like Jump Infantry but their unit type 

remains Monstrous Creature and therefore they are still affected by Jaws of the World Wolf. 

  

CHAOS SPACE MARINES 

  

• Can Chaos Sorcerers use the abilities of their force weapon if they have used a psychic 

power earlier that turn? 

As standard, only one psychic power can be used per player turn (p50 of the main rule 

book). Remember that a game turn consists of one player turn for each player (p9 of the 

main rule book). Therefore, you could use a psychic power in your player turn and use the 

force weapon in your opponent’s player turn. You cannot use a psychic power and a force 

weapon’s special ability in the same player turn. 

A sorcerer with the Mark of Tzeentch can use two psychic powers per player turn, and can 

therefore use a psychic power and a force weapon in the same player turn. 

  

• Can a model with the mark of Tzeentch use the "Gift of chaos" power twice, as it isn’t 

described as a shooting power? 

Yes. 

  

• Is a Chaos Spawn created by the casting of the "Gift of Chaos" power worth a kill point? 

Yes. 

  

• Do spawn created by the "Gift of chaos" power form their own unit or should they join 

with any other existing spawn to limit the number of units as suggested in the spawn 

entry? 

Each spawn forms its own unit of one model. 

  

• Kharn the Betrayer is immune to psychic powers. What happens if he is in a unit that is 

targeted by a psychic power, such as the Lash of Submission? Does he confer his immunity 

to the unit? 

No, the unit will be affected but not Kharn himself. In the specific case of the Lash of 

Submission the unit is effected but Kharn is not so move the unit as per the rules for Lash of 

Submission except that the unit cannot break coherency with Kharn who cannot be moved. 

  



• If I roll a 1 when rolling for the number of attacks with my Demon Weapon it states I 

may not make any ‘armour saves’. Can I still make invulnerable saves? 

Only invulnerable saves may be taken. 

  

• If I roll a 1 when using a Blissgiver Daemon Weapon do I inflict Instant Death upon 

myself? 

No, you merely suffer 1 wound. Instant Death is only inflicted on an enemy model. 

  

• Can Independent Characters with one Mark join with units with a different Mark or 

Icon? 

Yes, but remember that Independent Characters do not benefit directly from any Icons a 

unit carries.  

  

• Does Huron Blackheart's Warptime psychic power affect ‘to wound’ rolls made with his 

Heavy Flamer attack?  

Yes. 

  

• When my Chaos Dreadnought ‘Fire Frenzies’ how do I resolve its shooting? Do I simply 

fire with twice the usual rate of fire or do I fire once normally, resolve casualties and then 

repeat? 

You fire once with double the normal rate of fire. 

  

• If my Chaos Dreadnought ‘Blood Rages’ and runs forwards can I still use Smoke 

Launchers? 

Yes you can. 

  

• Exactly what unit counts as being a "chaos space marine" with regards to Fabius Bile's 

ability to upgrade them? 

Only Chaos Space Marine squads can be affected by this ability. Note that units such as 

Berserkers, Raptors and Chosen are not ‘Chaos Space Marines’. 

  

• What happens when I attempt to use Lash of Submission on an artillery unit such as the 

Thunderfire Cannon? 

The artillery piece is classified as a vehicle as stated on page 55 of the rulebook and 

therefore cannot be affected by the power as detailed on page 88 of Codex Chaos Space 

Marines. As the crew forms a unit with the artillery piece, the power cannot be used on the 

crew alone and therefore has no effect on the unit as long as the artillery piece remains in 

play. If however the artillery piece is destroyed the power will work against the crew as 

normal. 

  

DAEMONS OF CHAOS 



  

• Kugath the Plaguefather has an ordnance weapon, I'm unsure as to whether he can 

move and fire this? Can he assault if he does fire it? 

Yes, he can move and fire with his ordnance weapon, and he may also assault the target unit 

that he chose to fire it. 

  

• Do the Nurglings produced by Kugath form one unit or individual units? 

They form individual units and thus award a kill point if destroyed. 

  

• When you use the "Boon of Mutation" psychic power you can create spawn, do these 

form one single unit or does each spawn become an individual unit, and are they worth 

kill points? 

Each spawn forms an individual unit and each unit is worth 1 kill point. 

  

• Can Daemons which are classified as beasts or cavalry move up a level in a building or 

ruin? 

No, See p83 on Moving Within Ruins of the main rulebook. 

  

• The Tally of Pestilence says casualties caused by Nurgle units are added to the Tally, 

what counts as a Nurgle unit? 

Nurgle units are all units (including characters in the Daemons of Chaos Codex) with Nurgle 

in their title or have the mark of Nurgle, all units in the Chaos Space Marine Codex that have 

the Mark or an icon of Nurgle and Plague Marines from the Chaos Space Marine Codex. 

  

• Do casualties caused by the opponent’s Nurgle units count towards the Tally? 

Yes. 

  

• Does my opponent benefit from the effects of the Tally if he has Nurgle units in his 

army? 

Yes. 

  

• If my opponent and I both have Epidemius in our armies, what effect does this have? 

The presence of two Epidemius models has no effect on the Tally count or the benefits it 

bestows. Providing there is at least one Epidemius on the table Nurgle units on both sides 

benefit from the effects of the Tally of Pestilence. 

  

• Which of the following casualties adds towards the Tally of Pestilence? 

• Models killed by a vehicle explosion?  

Yes, providing the vehicle was destroyed by a unit with the Mark of Nurgle. 



• A Chaos character killing himself with his Nurgle Daemon Weapons? 

Yes. 

• A Nurgle Sorcerer becoming a casualty from Perils of the Warp? 

No. 

• Nurgle models killed as a result of a failed dangerous terrain check?  

No. 

• Models killed as a result of no retreat wounds 

No. 

• Models that are killed from a successful sweeping advance performed by a nurgle unit? 

Yes. 

  

DARK ELDAR 

  

• If Beastmasters have gained 3 or more pain tokens they become fearless. Does the unit 

they lead also become fearless?  

No, whilst the Beastmasters themselves are fearless their charges are not. Therefore if any 

beats remain in the unit the squad as a whole will be affected by any leadership or morale 

tests it is called to make. 

  

ELDAR 

• How do I calculate the ram value for Eldar skimmers using Star Engines (which adds 12” 

to its move in the shooting phase)? For example, if the skimmer moves 24”, then 12” with 

star engines for a total of 36”, it would get +1Str for every 3” so 12, plus 1 for being a tank, 

and plus 2 for AV 12, making a total of 15? It says in the Ramming rules that the strength 

bonus is for every 3” moved this turn, not specifically movement phase? 

Ramming is performed in the movement phase therefore Star Engines have no impact on 

the strength calculation as they are used in the shooting phase. 

  

• If a Vibro Cannon without LOS hits a vehicle, will the vehicle get an obscured save? 

Yes, if the vehicle is obscured it will get a save 

  

• What counts as 'failed' for a Farseer with runes of witnessing: lowest two dice over a 10, 

or do lowest two dice as double 1's count too, as they cause Perils of the Warp (despite 

technically passing the test)? 

Lowest two dice as double 1 is not a failed test and so does not count. Lowest two dice 

totalling over 10 (Ld of Farseer) is the only situation that is classed as failed in this instance. 

  

• Does defending against Mind War or Mind Wyrm count as a Leadership Test? Or do you 

just mean morale, pinning, target priority tests and horrifying visage (flayed ones) can be 

re-rolled? 

No, it states quite clearly in the main rulebook the definition of a Leadership Test. “In the 



case of a leadership test, roll 2D6 (two dice added together…). If the result is equal to or less 

than the model’s Leadership, the test is passed. 

  

• Can you clarify which Eldar Psychic Powers work as a shooting attack? 

The following are not classified as shooting attacks: Doom, Conceal, Fortune, Guide, 

Embolden & Enhance. 

The following are classified as shooting attacks: Mind War, Eldritch Storm & Destructor. 

  

• Do Warp Spiders have to take a dangerous terrain test if their 2D6" assault phase move 

takes them into difficult terrain? 

Yes. 

  

• Can I assault an Eldar guardian weapons platform if it is the only model in range? 

No, see p39 of the Eldar Codex. 

  

• Can a Farseer target a target with mind war and then a differing target with eldritch 

storm? 

No. Even if he has Spirit Stones and may therefore use two psychic powers, he must still 

target the same unit. 

  

• Does mind war still need Line of Sight to its target (given the new shooting rules)? 

Yes. 

  

• If a Farseer casts Fortune on a unit that he has joined at the start of the turn and then 

decides to leave the unit in the Movement Phase who does Fortune remain in play on? 

It remains on the unit it was originally cast on. 

  

• Can Eldar Jet Bikes that use the Turbo Boost special rule for bikes and make their extra 

6” move in the Assault Phase? 

No, see p76 on Turbo Boosting. 

  

• Does a Space Marine Psychic Hood work against Warlock psychic powers such as 

Conceal and Destructor? 

Warlock psychic powers are available permanently and do not follow the standard rules for 

psychic powers (i.e.; take a psychic test, etc). As a result, a Psychic Hood would not work 

against a Warlock in the above examples. 

  

• Does Acute Senses work against the Veil of Tears? 

No, as it only works in conjunction with the Night Fighting rule. 

  



• Can Eldrad Ulthuan Fire 2 Mind Wars or 2 Eldritch Storms (or a mixture of both) at 

different targets because of his staff? 

As they are both classed as shooting attacks, he may not target two different units in the 

same turn. 

  

• Can Eldrad Ulthuan cast Guide twice on different units or the same unit if the first 

attempt fails to cast? 

Yes to both questions. 

  

• Can Eldrad Ulthuan guide Vibro Cannons? 

Yes. 

  

• Do Vibro Cannons need Line of Sight? 

No. 

  

• What happens first; reserve rolls, or Eldar psychic powers? 

Eldar Psychic Powers, then Reserve Rolls. 

  

• When Swooping Hawks Deep Strike what is resolved first; their Deep Strike or Grenade 

Packs? 

For the grenade packs to work, the unit must have used Deep Strike that turn, so the Deep 

Strike would be resolved first. 

  

• How do Swooping Hawk grenade packs and Harlequin's Veil of Tears interact? 

Once the Swooping Hawks have successful deep struck and are on the table, roll 2d6 x 2 for 

spotting distance as normal. If the unit is more than this distance away they cannot be 

targeted with the grenade pack. 

  

• Can an Autarch on a Jet bike with a Reaper Launcher move-fire-move/ move-fire-

assault? 

Yes. 

  

• Does a Farseer have to remain attached to a Warlock Squad? 

No, as it isn’t a retinue. They count as two separate units and are treated as such (including 

for Kill Point purposes). 

  

• Can you please confirm how the Autarch rules affect reserve rolls in the new rules? For 

example, on turn 4 can you choose to add +1 to the roll and make it automatic, or does it 

still need a 2+ (on the basis of a roll of 1 always fails)?  

You may add +1 to your dice roll for each Autarch in your army and then determine whether 

your reserves arrive. Automatic arrivals are 



from turn 5 only. 

  

• Does a Farseer casting Fortune on a vehicle allow it to re-roll failed saves? 

Yes. 

  

• Is the Avatar Immune to the effects of the Flamestorm Cannon on the Land Raider 

Redeemer? 

Yes 

  

• The Autarch ability Master Strategist allows a player to add +1 to the army's reserve 

rolls. Is this done before the roll or after? Also is this for all reserve rolls that turn or can a 

player choose which unit they want it to apply to? 

The player may choose each turn whether to add +1 or not to his reserve rolls. This is done 

before the rolls are made and will apply to all rolls. 

 

• Can Yriel place his 'eye' template so that friendly figures are underneath? 

Yes, because the codex says ‘all models’, but note that they will be hit as well. 

  

  

IMPERIAL GUARD 

  

• If a Platoon is kept in reserve and any units from that platoon are mounted in a 

Valkyrie/Vendetta do they roll separately or are rolled for with the platoon including the 

Valkyrie/Vendetta? 

As per page 96 of the Imperial Guard Codex, all elements of an infantry platoon are rolled 

for collectively when rolling for reserves. If mounted in a transport, you roll one die for the 

platoon, including any transport vehicles occupied by the platoon. 

  

 • When a platoon with Captain Al’Rahem outflanks using “stalk the Enemy” rule, do they 

roll for board edge separately for each unit or once for the entire platoon? 

As with rolling for reserve you roll for the whole platoon when rolling for table edge. 

  

• How should a Valkyrie/Vendetta be played in game? 

While the Valkyrie/Vendetta is on its base, only if the base is actually in or on the terrain 

would the model count as being in or on the terrain. As long as a Valkyrie/Vendetta doesn’t 

end its move with its base on top of any model or within 1” of any enemies, it is fine to have 

portions of the Valkyrie/Vendetta model end up over other models, provided they physically 

fit underneath the Valkyrie/Vendetta model. Reciprocally, other models can move under a 

Valkyrie/Vendetta. Enemy models must always keep 1' away from the Vendetta/Valkyrie 

base and hull. 

If a Valkyrie/Vendetta is immobilized while over other models, mark it as such and leave it 

on its base. 



As far as ramming, tankshocking and vehicle explosions are concerned, consider the 

Valkyrie/Vendetta base to be a part of the hull. 

If a Vendetta/Valkyrie happens to be destroyed while models are underneath it, simply 

remove it from play. 

When firing template and blast weapons at a Valkyrie/Vendetta, the firing player holds the 

template over the top of the Valkyrie/Vendetta, but only from a ‘topdown’ (two 

dimensional) standpoint, similar to how templates are held over ruins (see page 85 of the 

rulebook). 

Players are allowed to deploy/move infantry models below the Vendetta/Valkyrie 

(Remember the 1" distance rule if the models are enemy ones). 

Valkyrie/vendettas can scout even though it transports non-scouts passengers. 

Valkyrie/Vendetta hulls must always be located above the table, so a scouting/reserving 

Vendetta must move above 6" to enter the battlefield. 

  

• Do I have to have all of my Valkyrie/Vendetta on the board at all times or is it just the 

base? 

Yes the entire model must be fully on the board at all times to count as being on the board, 

no part of the model can overhang the table edge. If you cannot fit the whole model on the 

board for either deployment or coming on from reserve then it is not consider on to be on 

the board. There are no exceptions to this rule. 

  

• How do orders work during night fight? 

During night fight, an officer issuing 'Bring it down' or 'Fire on my target' orders does not 

have to check for night fight himself to the targeted unit for the order to be successful. 

  

• Can the ‘Bring it Down!' order be used against a unit that isn't entirely made up of 

Monstrous Creatures (for instance, a Tyrant with Tyrant 

Guard)? 

No it can’t. 

  

• How should 'Get Back in the Fight!' be played? 

When a unit regroups in the shooting phase because of the 'Get Back in the Fight!' order, it 

gets to make the usual 3" move for regrouping. It then counts as having moved for the 

purpose of shooting. 

  

• The Summary Execution rule states that when a unit with a Commissar or Commissar 

Lord 'fails a Morale check' they 'immediately execute' the model with the highest 

leadership present in the squad. Furthermore the Regimental Standard states that you 

may re-roll any failed Morale or Pinning checks. Therefore which takes precedent if both 

are in play? 

If a squad fails a morale check then you may re-roll this as per the Regimental Standard. If 



you then fail this re-roll the Commissar or Commissar Lord executes the model with the 

highest leadership present in the squad as per the Summary Execution rules. 

  

• With “Send in the next wave”. Is there a restriction on the removal of conscript squads 

(with Chenkov in the army)? Basically can it be removed when in combat to allow the unit 

to be shot at? 

Yes. If the conscripts were engaged in combat with an enemy unit the enemy unit may 

consolidate once the conscripts are removed (providing they are no longer engaged with 

any other Imperial Guard unit). 

 

• IG Sanctioned Psyker squad's weaken resolve power, how does it work in regards to the 

Stubborn USR and Dark Angels/Black Templars Rites of Battle? Or any other kind of rule 

that uses a Leadership value not of the target unit? 

Weaken resolve affects the target units leadership value. If they are not using this value 

(Rites of Battle) or if they are immune to negative modifiers (Stubborn) the power has no 

effect. 

  

ORKS 

• It says in the Ork Codex that I can declare The Waaagh in the shooting phase. Can this be 

at any time in the shooting phase? 

An Ork player can declare The Waaagh at the any pointing the shooting phase, however any 

unit that has made a run move before the Waaagh has been called does not benefit from 

the fleet rule. Please note that this does not apply to Ghazghkull’s Waaagh which has its 

own rules. 

 • If you roll a double 1 or a double 6 when firing the Shokk Attack Gun, do the models 

that are removed as casualties get any sort of save? 

No. 

  

• Does a Wreckin’ Ball ignore armour saves? 

No. 

  

• Does a Deff Rolla ignore armour saves?  

No, see p55 of the Ork Codex. 

  

• May Wazdakka Gutsmek shoot his Slugga, Kustom Mega-Blasta and his bike in the same 

shooting phase provided that he does not turbo boost? 

No he may not. Also note that Wazdakka rides the Bike of the Aporkalypse, which does not 

have a Dakka Gun. 

  

• Can Zogwort’s Curse target and affect an Independent Character, even if the 

Independent Character is within a unit? 

Yes. 



  

• Does Zogwort’s Curse ignore any sort of save? 

Yes. The model is not actually dead, but instead transformed into a different stat line, so you 

cannot use rules such as Reanimation Protocols to or Thrawn’s ability to return to play. This 

also applies to other attacks of a similar nature, such as Gift of Chaos. 

  

• Can a Warboss ever have a Big Choppa and a Power Klaw?  

No, he chooses to replace his choppa with a Big Choppa or a Power Klaw, but he can only 

choose one as he only has one choppa to replace. 

  

• In the Nobs unit entry it says that “any Nob may take the following…” Does this mean 

that every Nob can have a Waaagh! Banner? If this is so, are the effects of the Waaagh! 

Banner cumulative? 

Yes, they could all be armed with Waaagh! Banners but the effects are not cumulative. 

  

• Do Tank Hammers ignore armour saves? 

No. 

  

• Should Tank Bustas have Stikkbombz? 

No. 

  

• If a truck suffers a penetrating hit, but does not explode and it is not wrecked, does the 

‘Ramshackle’ rule apply? 

No, this is answered in the Ramshackle rules in the Ork Codex. 

  

• Can I give killa kans 5+ inv saves from Mad Dok grotsnik as it says any unit in an army 

containing him can have them? 

No. 

  

• For an infantry unit to benefit from the Kustom Force Field save, does the whole unit 

need to be within 6” or only part of the unit? 

A minimum of one model from a unit needs to be within 6” for the whole unit to benefit. 

  

• Does Ghazghull Thraka’s Waaagh! last for two player turns? The rule says, "it lasts the 

remainder of the player's turn and for the following player's turn", or it is meant to last for 

the current turn and the following opponent turn only? 

Your current player turn and your opponents following player turn. 

  



• Ammo runts allow one to hit to be re-rolled per game. How does this effect template 

weapons? 

There is no to hit roll for template weapons therefore they would have no effect. 

  

• Can any independent character join a unit of Kommandos and benefit from Boss 

Snikrot's Ambush rule and outflank? Eg A Warboss (or Gazkghull) joins a unit of 

Kommandos with Snikrot, are held in reserve (not outflank) and come in from any board 

edge with Snikrot's Ambush rule? 

Yes, as Snikrot’s ability applies to the unit (which a joined IC is part of). 

  

• Red paint job on ork vehicles let you move an extra 1” in the movement phase, but is 

discounted in the shooting phase. But how does this extra 1” affect units assaulting the 

vehicle? 

The extra 1” of movement is only discounted for the purposes of shooting. Otherwise you 

always count the actual distance moved, including the extra 1”, for working out what is 

required to hit the vehicle in assault. 

  

TAU EMPIRE 

  

• Codex: Tau Empire appears to list the 'Devilfish Transport' as a Troops option. Is this 

correct? 

The Devilfish is a dedicated transport, and is listed in the Troops section for clarity. It is not a 

Troops choice in itself. 

  

• When a unit has multiple drone controllers and have identical drones attached are they 

considered to be different for the purposes of save allocation as found on page 25 ? 

Yes they are different. Therefore in game different these models saves will need to be rolled 

for separately as it will potentially effect how many drones are removed should their 

corresponding drone controller be killed. 

  

• When assaulting a vehicle squadron equipped with one or more flechette dischargers, 

do all the flechettes go off? 

Each model in the assaulting unit takes a single hit on a 4+ from each flechette discharger. 

i.e. 10 Marines assault 3 Piranhas, all equipped with flechette dischargers, roll 3 dice per 

marine to see how many hits they take. 

  

• When using a Crisis Suit's failsafe detonator, does a vehicle touched by the blast suffer 

the hit at half strength as the hole is not over the vehicle? 

No, as the rules state all models under the template take a strength 8 hit. No exceptions are 

noted. 

  

TYRANIDS 



• Do Termagants spawned by Tervigons count for victory points and/or kill points when 

destroyed? 

Termagants spawned by Tervigon surrender victory points and kill points in the same way as 

Termagants taken from the Troop section of the Codex. 

  

• How long does Onslaught last and does it allow you to run twice, as it states you may 

run and shoot, whilst shooting may be done in lieu of shooting. 

Onslaught only lasts for the duration of the shooting phase in which it is cast and does not 

allow models to run twice. 

   

• Are Impaler Cannons affected by Night fight? 

No as they do not require line of sight. 

 

• Do Impaler Cannons allow anything to take cover saves from any source other than the 

terrain they are in, or touching? As the recent GW faq states the answer to be "no" but 

only in relation to "wounds caused" how would this effect vehicles? 

Vehciles follow the same answer. They cannot gain cover except for when in or touching 

terrain. See page 63 of the main rule book under Vehicles and cover: "..exactly like a non-

vehicle unit would do against a wound" 

  

NECRONS 

•Chronometrons allow models to re-roll one of their D6 rolls per phase. Does this include 

rolls of 2D6 (re-rolling just one of the dice) or rolls of D3 (which according to the 40K 

rulebook still utilizes a D6), or scatter dice (which are technically a D6) or specifically only 

rolls of a single D6 counting capable of values of 1-6. 

The Chronometron allows you to re-roll one D6 per phase, this can be any six sided dice with 

numbers 1-6 that would yield a result of 1 to 6. This means you could not reroll a dice as 

part of a leadership test or a d3 (as this will yield a result of 2-12 or 1-3) but you could reroll 

one dice from a difficult terrain test or one dice among many while rolling to hit for a unit. 

 

•Does a chronometron allow you to reroll the Stormlord’s Lord of Storm lightning strikes 

hitting enemy units if both the Stormlord and the Cryptek are in the same unit? 

No, the D6 roll for Lightning doesn't belong to the unit, you are rolling for the enemy unit. It 

does however let you reroll the dice to keep night fight in effect as per the Games 

Workshop faq. 

 

 

•How are kill points calculated for annihilation games when a royal court is used? Since 

the members of the court are not independent characters and are more like Sergeant / 

weapon upgrades. 

If a member of the Royal Court is split off to join a unit he is part of the unit for the 

remainder of the game, he therefore belongs to the same kill point and if they are scoring so 

is he. 



 

If the unit is wiped out but he survives (either through Ever living or he just didn’t die) then 

he continues to be that unit for kill point and scoring purposes. 

 

 

•Abyssal Staff causes wounds based on the targets leadership rather than toughness but 

is strength 8. Will it cause instant death to a toughness 4 model whose leadership is not 

also 4? 

Only against Leadership 4 or less. Toughness is not used. 

 

 

• Entropic strike - if I hit an opposing model such as a Lone Wolf and it fails its 2+ armour 

save but then passes its FNP roll, does it still lose its 2+ armour save or does it count as 

passing it? 

A model suffering an unsaved wound will lose its armour immediately, it can then take a 

FNP roll to negate the wound but the armour has still been destroyed. 

 

• When do you roll for mindshackle scarabs? Before psychic powers / abilities have been 

cast/used, or after? 

Mindshackle scarabs are used “after assault moves have been made, but before blows have 

been struck” so any psychic power or ability which is used “at the beginning of the assault 

phase” should be used before assault moves are made and therefore also the Mindshackle 

scarabs. 

 

• It says that the controller of the Mindshackle Scarabs chooses which close combat 

abilities are used. Does this include psychic powers? 

Mindshackle Scarabs only allow you to use the “abilities and penalties from his close combat 

weapons” so the only psychic powers you would be able to use would be linked in with the 

victim’s close combat weapons (e.g. Force weapons) providing the model is eligible to use it 

that phase. 

 

• If you have 2 sets of Mindshackle Scarabs in contact with the same model, does the 

opponent have to make 2 separate tests? 

Yes, although it only inflicts 1 d3 hits on his own unit even if it fails multiple times. 

 

 

• Does a Necron Overlord on a Catacomb Command Barge benefit from Furious Charge on 

a sweep attack? 

No, as the Overlord has not assaulted into combat. 

 

•Symbiotic Repair on the Command Barge – a character can lose a wound to negate any 

Weapon Destroyed / Immobilised result. When do you have to make the choice? 

As soon as the damage is applied to the command barge. 

  



• Can Trazyn the Infinite use the Empathetic Obliterator after causing wounds from a 

Command Barge sweeping attack? 

No. Page 59 - “If Trazyn kills one or more models in close combat, the Empathetic 

Obliterator releases a psionic shockwave” . Sweeping attacks are made in the Movement 

Phase and therefore do not count as attacks in close combat.  

  

• If Trazyn causes a wound in combat and then dies, does the Empathetic Obliterator still 

activate at the end of combat? 

Yes it does. 

  

• Can an enemy vehicle effected by Anrakyr the Traveller's Mind in the Machine ability 

fire upon itself? 

No, it has to be a legal target (i.e. treat it as if the vehicle belongs to you). 

  

• Does Zahndrekh's "Adaptive Tactics" on a Command Barge affect the sweep attack as 

well? e.g. can Tank Hunter or Furious Charge on the Barge also benefits the Lord's Sweep 

Attack? 

No as Furious Charge is for assault and tank hunter is “whenever they hit a vehicle , both at 

range and in close combat,” page 76. A sweep attack is neither of these. 

  

• Do walkers in combat have to take Mindshackle Scarab Tests? 

No. 

  

• The invulnerable save by the Ctan Shard’s Necrodermis is wargear. Can it therefore be 

nullified by a Vindicaire Assassin's Shield Breaker? 

Yes. 

 

• Do Whip Coils affect Sweeping Advances? 

No. 

  

• Does a gloom prism nullify force weapons (as they are targeting the unit)? 

Yes, the psyker targets any one opponent and as long as that is the Tomb Spyder or a 

friendly unit with 3” then the gloom prism will work. 

  

• Do gloom prisms from different units stack (i.e. if I have 3 gloom prisms in range of the 

unit being targeted by a psychic power can I use all of them to attempt to nullify the 

power)? 

No, much like Runic weapons and psychic hoods only one attempt can be made no matter 

how many are in range to do so. 

 

 



Grey Knights 

• Does multiple cleansing flames stack or are they done one after the other? 

Resolve each Cleansing flame Psychic power before initiating the next 

  

• How do you resolve the cleansing flames power? Is every model hit if a single roll of a 4+ 

is made, or do you roll (for example) 10 dice for a 10 man unit and then you take a hit for 

each 4+ rolled? 

You roll a d6 for every model in the unit, and for every 4+ rolled the unit takes a hit. 

  

• How does multiple mind strike missiles effect a unit with Psykers? 

For each Psyker in a unit that is touched by each mind strike missile, that psyker will take a 

perils of the warp hit. I.e. if you fired 4 missiles and only 2 ended up touching a librarian, 

then that librarian would take 2 Perils tests. In the case of The Brotherhood of psykers rule. 

The Justicar will take all hits from a single volley of mind strike missiles. If he is dead then 

one random model in the unit with the brother hood rule instead will take all hits instead. 

• Does a teleport homer work for the summoning power? 

Yes. 

 


